FALL 2018 regatta

This year’s Fall Race was well attended
again. Everyone seemed to enjoy the
weather, the water, the parties and the racing!. (and, it was FUN!)
The overall battle was finally settled with
Aim to Please narrowly beating out all others
without flying a spinnaker!
Way to go!
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MARINA SECA is full and the work yard was jammed.
Many boats getting ready to splash and other getting repaired
from the recent storm.

Incoming Vice Commodore –
“Madman” Mark McDade
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New Commodore (background) caught trying to influence voters

Your lyin’ editor (left)
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TSC International Fall Regatta
The official 48th?___ Annual TSC
International regatta started off just
right on "D" Dock Friday night. Thanks
to Glenn Brostedt the variety of beer
was cold and he even had snacks.
That was a first in a long time. The
event went on till the beer ran out and
hunger pains drove us all out on the
town for eats. JJs tacos and the
Captain's Club are still an evening favorite, and Rosa's Cantina in the morning for
breakfast. Saturday morning started out with hot coffee and cinnamon rolls provided by
Barracuda Bobs. And again, the generous Burgard's picked up the tab. Thank you Pete
and Judy, a perfect start for the skipper's meeting. Everything went smoothly for the am
registration, not enough controlled chaos actually. The Bob Patton designed and printed
T-shirts were well received and sold out. And we had a moment of silence as Deanna
and Ned Pos weren't there. :( What was different about this race? We commissioned a
"panga" and it's owner for both Chaseboat and Committee boat. Tony Krauss, Duff
Fletcher, and Google translate got it done with time to spare. In addition, they buzzed
around and took photos on the water
that you will see throughout the
Windbreaker, Mark roundings, and
Spinnakers flying.....All boats finished
without mishap. Saturday evening we
had a wonderful Mexican meal at the
San Carlos Yacht Club, catered by their
newly hired Executive Chef. The
Burden's did enjoy the evening off
……You can't beat that terrace
overlooking the marina. Sunday wind
was better, The Tony and Duff flag sequence perfectly executed, and most boats hit the
starting line in a timely fashion. The surprise of the day was Kevin Walker, "Aim to
please" beat the "Calamity" J24 to the finish without using a spinnaker. Maybe
spinnakers are overrated? Another surprise was Keith Singer's Cascade 36 convincing
won the cruising class with his first mate Paul Blanchard. Sunday evening's Award
banquet was held at the Sunset Grill, next to Soggy Peso. A fabulous meal at a great
price planned by Lisa Rundle. A jazz band that just happened to be there on Sunday's
was background entertainment. Duff Fletcher and Jeanne Hartman won the dance
contest. Something different for trophies, cobalt blue flasks.... Very cool idea of Race
Chairman Pete Burgard. The photos from Garry and Tony tell the rest of the story.

